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• Laboratories accredited according to ISO 17025.
Materials & Processes

• LGAI & Applus+ Headquarters
• 650,000 ft² of Laboratories
• More than 450 engineers & qualified people
• Multi-technological knowledge
REQUIREMENTS - BASED ON CUSTOMER’S NEEDS

- Customers with different engineering offices Worldwide.
- Simulation engineers need to follow the test to take decisions
- … and ensure correct test performance to correlate with their models
- …But not much time to travel to the test lab.
- Customer IT departments do not allow to install software easily

APPLUS VISION

- Web based solution to visualize and follow the test performance
- Browser App not required to install (based on internet standards)
- Development driven by the customer
- Open to future developments
Step 1: Start acquisition software

Step 2: Turn on e-box (windows service will run automatically)

Step 3: Select catcher and channels

Paso 4: Select the layout visualization
Web Based software tool to follow test
- Video and online data provided
- Secured application
- Open to add new features in the future

Provide information essential to ensure a correct correlation with simulation vs experimental data with lower costs
¿QUESTIONS?